Organization:
We don’t just say it. We live it. Able South Carolina is a Center for Independent Living (CIL) – a consumer-controlled, community-based, cross-disability nonprofit that provides an array of independent living services to people of all ages with all types of disabilities, in 23 counties in South Carolina. Over 51% of our staff and board members have a disability, so our own life experiences allow us to relate to our consumers in a unique and powerful way.

Title:
Driver- Volunteer

Purpose and Impact:
Help Able SC expand our reach in the local community.

Responsibilities:
Assist with transportation needs of Able SC staff, volunteers, and equipment. Activities could include transporting staff members to community outreach events or consumer meetings or delivering Assistive Technology (shower chairs, walkers, canes, etc.) to our consumers.

Required:
Must have a valid South Carolina driver’s license, current proof of insurance, and reliable transportation. Must be able to pass a background check.

Preferred:
A flexible schedule is preferred, but multiple date options are available.

Time Commitment:
4-8 hours per month; more if desired. It is vital that when you do set your schedule, you show up at your committed times to avoid letting down our consumers.

www.able-sc.org
Site and Supervision:
Volunteer activities will be coordinated through our Greenville office. Drivers will transport people and materials locally and throughout the upstate.

Benefits:
Mileage is paid at a rate of $0.55 per mile.

Next Steps:
Please email ssolomon@able-sc.org or call (864) 235-1421 for an application and interview.